Pedestal Poles and Service Columns

Pedestal poles provide a simple and attractive means of distributing power, telephone and data to remote locations. Available in indoor designs that are suitable for areas such as laboratories, classrooms and offices. Outdoor designs are suitable for industrial applications.

Service columns provide a simple, attractive means of distributing power, telephone and data to remote locations. They can be used as floor to ceiling cable feeders or ceiling to desk with or without fitted outlets.

Pedestal Poles shall:

- Comply with AS 1345 (Identification of the Contents of Pipes, Conduits and Ducts)
- Where required comply with AS/ACIF S008 (Requirements for Customer Cabling Products for Telecommunications Networks)
- Be segregated (e.g. when power and data cabling is run within the same pedestal) to ensure AS/NZS3000 compliance
- Include indoor models in either 85mm x 50mm rectangular or 80mm x 80mm square configurations
- Include indoor models constructed in aluminium with welded bases & screw fixed top plates
- Be finished in a powder-epoxy coating to the exposed surfaces in one of the standard Clipsal Cable Management Solutions’ colours
- Include outdoor models constructed in galvanised or stainless steel
- Include sizes in either 125mm x 125mm, 180mm x 180mm (stainless steel) or 100mm x 100mm (galvanised)
- Have outdoor models with lockable access doors (where applicable) to suit Clipsal 56 Series outlets
- Suit industrial applications where required.

Service columns shall:

- Comply with AS 1345 (Identification of the Contents of Pipes, Conduits and Ducts)
- Where required comply with AS/ACIF S008 (Requirements for Customer Cabling Products for Telecommunications Networks)
- Include models in either 70mm round, 80mm x 50mm rectangular or 80mm x 80mm square configurations
- Be segregated (e.g. when power and data cabling is run within the same service column) to ensure AS/NZS3000 compliance
- Be suitable for either floor or bench mounting applications
- Include specific mounting kits suitable for securing to T-bar ceilings (as required)
- Include adhesive escutcheon plates for use around ceiling penetrations
- Come in standard lengths of three, four and six metres
- Be provided in a natural anodised finish (or other colours upon request).